Party
Party

Enhancements
Taking your event over the top

Create the wedding or event of your dreams. Enhance your
event with UPLIGHTING, DANCEFLOOR MONOGRAM,
INTELLIGENT LIGHTS, and more. You do not have to
worry about the setup or breakdown. Afterwards, we take care
of everything.

SETUP & ENHANCE

INTELLIGENT LIGHTS ($300/Pair)

MONOGRAM | GOBO ($150)
Personalize your wedding or event with a custom dancefloor
or wall monogram! The projector will put your names,
wedding date, special message, logo, artwork, or anything
else in lights. We will help you create your own custom
design. We will setup and take down everything.

UP LIGHTING ($25/Light) -wireless also available
Create a modern wedding reception with uplighting.
Uplighting impresses your guests by transforming your
event. Wedding lighting and event lighting has the greats
impact for the least amount of money. The amount of
ambiance it adds the the event cannot be match. Use can use
a few to highlight areas or use alot and color wash the room.

An intelligent lightis a lighting fixture that creates a beam of
light that can be set to stay in one place or move at different
speeds and directions. The lights will use Pink, White, Red,
Yellow, Green, Blue, Light Blue, and Orange. The spotlight
can be set to solid colors, or 7 different patterns. They add a
highend lightshow to the dance floor.

DANCIN’ ON THE CLOUDS ($500)
Take your first dance to the max. With the push of a button, a
low lying cloud will sty at your feet. Your friends and guests
will be impressed. For many, they have never seen anything
like. Take those first steps together as a couple, dancing in
the clouds.
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Contact us for a free consultation.
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